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About This Content

The "DYNASTY WARRIORS 3" costumes for all 39 playable characters who appeared in that title will become available for
selection under CHANGE OUTFIT.

This set features costumes for the following:
Xiahou Dun, Dian Wei, Sima Yi, Zhang Liao, Cao Cao, Zhou Yu, Lu Xun, Sun Shangxiang, Gan Ning, Sun Jian, Zhao Yun,
Guan Yu, Zhang Fei, Zhuge Liang, Liu Bei, Diaochan, Lu Bu, Xu Zhu, Xiahou Yuan, Xu Huang, Zhang He, Taishi Ci, Lu
Meng, Huang Gai, Sun Ce, Sun Quan, Ma Chao, Huang Zhong, Wei Yan, Pang Tong, Dong Zhuo, Yuan Shao, Zhang Jiao,

Zhenji, Xiaoqiao, Meng Huo, Daqiao, Jiang Wei, Zhurong.
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Title: DW8XLCE - OLD COSTUME PACK 1
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 6 Aug, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz or better

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8600 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Sound Card: Standard audio device

English,French,German
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I would've liked it if the characters were more fleshed out and the story was longer but...

oh whatever. It was cheap. Cool And Funny Game! You Sholud Buy It!. Not all that much time, but already have had a blast
playing this game, and so fun to enjoy just on your own, and build up a huge army of, any troop really, and then annihilate the
enemy team.. Really good HOG the story keeps you going and some of the things you have to find can sometimes be down right
impossible to see but give it time and try not to use the hints and itll pop up.

Good story, nice art hard to find objects you cant go wrong.
Also square pulled through with some nice tunes they never seem to get repetitive even if there is only a few of them.

9/10

. R I G G E D. pros - get to drive the train. cons: no internal passenger view, incorrect tractive effort (seems to have stats ported
from the Pendolino EMU), onboard cab signalling does not work properly and can interfere with driving (even the keyboard
control doesn't work for it and no ATC disable keyboard combination ( aka Q - supposedly the acknowledge button key and
CTRL-D for ATC disable (works on the ACS-64 add-on, AEM-7 and the HHP-8 addon, not this one though). Entertaining
gameplay for players of all ages.. Played it till the end and here's my review:

pro
- I love the general concept and story a lot!
- visually very good, I love the colors, textures are really good, everything looks great
- atmospheric lights and sound, I like it
- very smooth, runs excellent with high framerate -> zero nausea!
- love the idea of flinging
- love the minimal music you sometimes here

cons
- flinging should me made a bit easier! Could be that I'm clumsy, but I'd love the fling mechanism to be a little less hard
- like many VR games/prologues, it's (very) short. A better price would have been 4.99 or something like that.

Bottomline : I can't wait to play the full game!
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 Target Audience:   Genre mash up lovers; those wanting a bit different of an experience in the typing genre

 Summary: 

First of all: this may be a game that playing a demo may actually be misleading. Let's not mince word: it'll take you a little bit to
understand how the Texorist wants you to play, and it's not something you're going to learn in a small period of time. You have
to throw out some pre-conceived ideas out of the window, and if you do, you'll find a game that's really smartly designed in
regards to its bullet hell/SHMUP mechanics, and the mixture of a typing game. It's an early candidate for an underrated list of
2019, because while the humor is good and the music is fantastic, it's the gameplay that feels like something completely
different, and was hard to put down.

The mixup of having to decide on the fly whether to try to keep typing with one hand or two while dodging bullets is smart:
there are times that you can get a bunch of letters in by standing still, but always have to be on your guard when things are
coming up. The damage system is straight to the point but smartly done, punishing really bad positioning in ways I didn't
predict. Each fight has a uniqueness to them with some fun characters, and there's not a lot of “bad” about the game. It just
takes a hump to get over unlearning what you'd expect from other typing games, which is fine.

While certain elements won't blow you away, it's the uniqueness of the Texorist that makes it shine, and worth picking up for
typing game fans, genre mash-up fans, or people who want something completely different in the industry.

Gameplay/ Stream Footage: https://youtu.be/3zAlB5iE70w?t=175

 Lists: 
Positives:

 Reasonable strategy involved in the typing elements and the movement as you have to switch between a typical typing
style, one handed typing, and staying still while knocking out words to attack.

 The book recovery mechanism does well in giving a “shield” system while having consequences to not being able to
pick it up in a period of time. Designed smartly.

 Punishes mistypes well in taking away letters without feeling hopeless that you won't catch up.

 Each fight has a distinct rhythm and introduces a new twist that keeps things fresh over the game.

 Controller control scheme is smartly done and actually does some balancing well. Granted, you won't definitely get any
quick times on that one, but it's being inclusive without alienating a subset of players...mostly.

 Story has a twist or two that works out. Good humor.

 Some great visuals and setpieces to make those visuals work. Good character designs and reasonable pixel artwork.

 Subtle smartness in things like the font choice making you question if it's a d or a that actually adds some difficulty to
the game in unexpected ways. Seems purposeful, and well done might I add.

 Great soundtrack. Fantastic in fact for a typing game. Sound in general is reasonably done.

 

Negatives:

 Reasonable learning curve due to the way the game handles, as while it's good in the long run, it takes time to get up to
speed.
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 It falls a little short on the “campiness” factor that it plays up at times.

 Some of the “overworld” segments were puzzle elements that were straight forward, but some really didn't make a lot of
sense at times.

 The “interactables” in the discovery portions don't always seem like interactables at first glance and seem a little
pointless at times.

[Netural]

 Due to the way the game is designed control wise, left handed players are going to have a bit of a hard time as they'll
need to use the right arrow keys to move. This isn't something that the devs really could easily deal with however due to
just how keyboards are, and even bindable keys wouldn't really solve the issue. It's noted for those players however.

. Is it a wonky game that occasionaly bugs out? Yes. Is there a lot of broken english? Yes. Are the jokes a bit dated? Yes.

Is it a fun fantasy tactical boardgame deckbuilding rpg with challenging puzzle-like boss battles and some party manangement
thrown in for good measure and, and, and...?

Yes, yes, yes!. this game needs a whole lt of work still they should update this game so it doesnt suck. the top speed
is♥♥♥♥♥♥and really y do i have to push z to switch the way i am going DONT GET THIS HORRIBLE GAME. farm
simulator is 100000x much more better. i think any one in the world could create a better game than this one, SO DONT
WASTE YOUR MONEY i am sorry i did thank you. Way too repetitive

Upgrade ship, shoot things that's it.
. Early access my♥♥♥♥♥ Dont even bother getting this game. its crappy
you cant change sensetivity. or bind any key.
there's nothing to do in the game exept kill each other.
just no.. So much atmosphere. Oozes with style... I spent 20 minutes just walking around and taking in the sights and sounds.
Highly recommended, as long as you're willing to put up with annoying move-where-you-look controls.

Turn off the adaptive quality setting and set resolution to 100% in the launcher, or it looks grainy. It ran just fine at 100% on my
gtx970.

Feedback for the Devs:

1) Why on earth would you have a launcher for a steamVR title? Have you playtested it at all?! The launcher only shows on the
desktop, so if you try to run this from within VR, it appears as if it hangs.

2) Move-where-you-look is a garbage control scheme. It was passable for this small experience but it would never work for the
full game (and I hope there will be a full title based on this!). It's frustrating and breaks presence when you can't look around as
you move.. Yeah great VR game... fast and great eye candy.

Had real fun standing up and dancing to the music ;). 10\/10 for this DLC. Its a fine aircraft to fly, sounds are good, as are the
light effects in cockpit. They only thing that was missing on a display, namley the Radar Altimeter was the knob to set the
Desicison Height?. Music is good, but graphics not! English translation is bad!

Is this game for robots, only, who have reflexes like ... robots? This is not suited for me.
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